
STOR 455 Final      December 16, 2010 
Name: _________________    PID:_______________ 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
BOTH THE EXAM AND THE BUBBLE SHEET WILL BE COLLECTED. YOU 
MUST PRINT YOUR NAME AND SIGN THE HONOR PLEDGE ON THE 
BUBBLE SHEET. YOU MUST BUBBLE-IN YOUR NAME & YOUR STUDENT 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. 
 
EACH QUESTION HAS ONLY ONE CORRECT CHOICE (decimals may need 
rounding). 
 
USE "NUMBER 2" PENCIL ONLY - DO NOT USE INK - FILL BUBBLE 
COMPLETELY. 
 
NO NOTES OR REMARKS ARE ACCEPTED - DO NOT TEAR OR FOLD THE 
BUBBLE SHEET. 
 
A GRADE OF ZERO WILL BE ASSIGNED FOR THE ENTIRE EXAM IF THE 
BUBBLE SHEET IS NOT FILLED OUT ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
 
QUESTIONS are worth 1 point each. 

Questions 1-2 are based on the following 
A data set “blah” contains response variable Y and predictor variables X1 and X2. 
It is known from the scientific background of the experiment that the appropriate 
model is  where ξ are independent N(0,σ2). 
 
1. The appropriate method for fitting this model is  
A) Box-Cox transformation  B) This model cannot be fitted 
C) Ordinary Least Squares  D) Weighted Least Squares 
E) None of the above 
 
2. The appropriate SAS code is 
A) proc reg data=blah;  B) proc transreg data=blah; W; 
 model Y=X1 X2;   model boxcox(Y)=indentity(X1 X2); 
 run;     run; 
 
C) data blah; set blah;  D) data blah; set blah; 
 W=X1*X1+X2*X2;   W=1/(X1*X1+X2*X2); 
 run;     run; 
 proc reg data=blah;   proc reg data=blah; 
 weight W;    weight W; 
 model Y=X1 X2;   model Y=X1 X2; 
 run;     run; 
E) None of the above 
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3. Which of the following functions is linear in unknown parameters (symbols β)? 

E) None of the above  D is correct 
 
4. Which of the following functions cannot be made into a function linear in 
unknown parameters (symbols β) using a Box-Cox Transformation? 

E) None of the above  B is correct 
 
Use the following to answer questions 5 - 9:  
A researcher wants to evaluate a new methodology in determining a chemical 
concentration of a particular heavy metal in soil. To investigate the relationship 
between the true and measured concentration, the researcher makes 32 
samples containing a known (preselected) amount of the heavy metal. These 
samples are then analyzed using a technician who is unaware of the true 
concentration of the heavy metal. 
5. The target population of items in this study is 
A) measured concentration  B) all soil samples C) both B, D  
D) soil samples prepared in the lab E) none of the above 
 
6. The study population of items in this study is 
A) measured concentration  B) all soil samples C) both B, D  
D) soil samples prepared in the lab E) none of the above 
 
7. The response variable in this study is 
A) true concentration B) measured concentration C) not enough info 
D) soil sample  E) None of the above 
 
8. The predictor variable in this study is 
A) true concentration B) measured concentration C) not enough info 
D) soil sample E) None of the above 
 
9. The equation of the least-squares regression line is 
 
Which of the following descriptions of the value of the slope is the correct 
description? 
A) The measured concentration is expected to decrease by 0.1046 when the true 
concentration increases by 1. 
B) The measured concentration is expected to increase by 0.9877 when the 
true concentration increases by 1. 
C) We cannot interpret the slope because we cannot have a negative 
concentration. 
D) None of the above 
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Use the following to answer questions 10 - 18:  
Below is a small data set, and we want to fit the linear regression model  
Y= β0+β1 X1+β2 X2+ξ. In matrix notation this model can be written as Y=X β + ξ. 
 
 
 
 
10. The matrix X is 
 

 
 
 

 
E) None of the above  C is correct 
 
11. Find the vector b, the LS estimator of β. 

 
 
 

E) None of the above  C is correct 
 
12. Compute the SSE 
A) 50  B) 150  C) 5  D) 0 E) None of the above is within ±1 
 
13. The number of degrees of freedom in MSE is 
A) 2  B) 0  C) 4  D) 3 E) None of the above 
 
14. Compute the SSR (sometimes also called SSM) 
A) 50  B) 150 C) 5  D) 0 E) None of the above is within ±1 
 
15. What is the number of degrees of freedom in MSR (sometimes also called 
MSM) 
A) 2  B) 0  C) 4  D) 3 E) None of the above 
 
16. Which of the following can be used for testing H0: β1=0, β2=0? 
A) MSR/MSE B) MSTO/MSE C) SSM/SSTO D) SSR/SSE 
E) None of the above 
 
17. Which of the following defines R2? 
A) MSR/MSE  B) MSTO/MSE C) SSR/SSTO D) SSR/SSE 
E) None of the above 
 
18. Which of the following defines adjusted R2? 
A) MSR/MSE  B) MSTO/MSE C) SSR/SSTO D) SSR/SSE 
E) None of the above (1-MSE/MSTO) 
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Use the following to answer questions 19 – 26:  
Crime-related and demographic statistics for 47 US states in 1960 were collected 
from the FBI's Uniform Crime Report and other government agencies to 
determine how the variable crime rate depends on the other variables measured 
in the study. Following is a description of the variables: 

 
Here is the SAS output obtained by fitting a linear regression model with R as 
response variable and all the other variables as explanatory variables. 

 
19. Which variables have a multicollinearity problem? 
A) Intercept  B) Ex0 C) Ex1 D) Both B and C 
E) None of the above 
 
 



20. When running a backward selection, which of the variables would get 
dropped from the model first? 
A) X B) Ex1 C) NW D) Not enough info E) None of the above 
 
Use these additional SAS outputs to answer questions 21 – 26: 
After model selection we include only five variables in our model: Age, Ed, Ex0, 
U2 and X. Below is a SAS output from fitting this model. 

 

 
 

   



21. What is the estimate of σ? 
A) 22.13 B) 100.2 C) 453.75 D) 21.3 E) None of the above 
 
22. Find the extra sum of squares SSR(U2|Age, Ed, Ex0) 
A) 2009.9 B) 2173.9 C) 2.1  D) 68809 E) None of the above 
 
23. Find the extra sum of squares SSR(U2|Age, Ed, Ex0, X) 
A) 2009.9 B) 2173.9 C) 2.1  D) 68809 E) None of the above 
 
24. Which statistic in the SAS output above can be used to detect outliers in the 
response variable? 
A) RStudent B) Hat Diag C) Cov Ratio D) DFFITS E) None of the above 
 
25. Which statistic in the SAS output above can be used to detect outliers in the 
explanatory variable? 
A) RStudent B) Hat Diag C) Cov Ratio D) DFFITS E) None of the above 
 
26. Are there any influential observations? Why? 
A) Yes, because observation 11 has |RStudent|>3. 
B) Yes, because observations 11 and 29 have |DFFITS|>1 
C) No, there is no observation with Hat Diag>0.5 
D) No because there are no outliers in the data set. 
E) None of the above 
 
Use the following to answer questions 27 – 29: 
27. Assume that we are fitting a simple linear regression with non-negative 
response variable Y and predictor X in a data set dog. Residual analysis leads 
you to believe that a transformation of Y might be needed. What SAS code gives 
you an estimate of λ in the Box-Cox transformation? 
A) proc transreg data=dog;  B)  proc reg data=dog; 
 boxcox(X)=indentity(Y);   Y=X/selection=boxcox; 
 run;      run; 
 
C)  proc transreg data=dog;  D)  proc transreg data=dog; 
 boxcox(X)=Y;    boxcox(Y)=indentity(X); 
 run;      run; 
E) None of the above 
 
28. If the Box-Cox procedure selected λ=0, what model is it suggesting? 
A) Y= (β0+β1 X1)2+ξ  B) √Y= β0+β1 X1+ξ   C) Y0= β0+β1 X1+ξ 
D) log Y= β0+β1 X1+ξ E) None of the above 
 
29. If the Box-Cox procedure selected λ=1/2, what model is it suggesting? 
A) Y= (β0+β1 X1)2+ξ  B) √Y= β0+β1 X1+ξ   C) Y0= β0+β1 X1+ξ 
D) log Y= β0+β1 X1+ξ E) None of the above 
  



Use the following to answer questions 30 – 33:  
A researcher studies a relationship between latitude/longitude of a city and the 
January minimum temperature. The data set contains the normal average 
January minimum temperature (in Fahrenheit) and longitude and latitude of 56 
cities located in the continental USA (lower 48 states). Following is the 
description of the variables: 

 
We first fit a linear regression model without any interactions. A SAS output 
follows 

 
30. Raleigh has (Lat, Long)=(35.8,78.6) and Los Angeles has (Lat, Long) = 
(34.1,118.3). Predict the average difference (Raleigh-LA) in Temp between these 
two cities. 
A) 86.1 B) -9.0 C) 43.9 D) -1.6 E) None of the above 
 
31. Honolulu has (Lat, Long)=(21.3,157.8). Is it appropriate to use the above 
model to predict Honolulu’s average January minimum temperature? Why? 
A) Yes, the prediction is 85.9 
B) No. The longitude is only borderline significant.  
C) No. We should not extrapolate this far outside of the predictor values in 
the data set. 
D) Not enough info. 
E) None of the above. 
 



We suspect that the relationship between Temp and Long is nonlinear and 
polynomial regression model might be needed. To determine the degree of the 
polynomial a model selection procedure is used and the following is the output. 
(l2 =long*long, l3=long*long*long, etc.) 

 
32. Based strictly on Mallow’s C(p), which model would you recommend using? 
A) temp=lat long l3  B) temp=lat  C) temp=lat long l2 l3 l4 l5 
D) temp=lat long  E) None of the above 
 
33. Is the all-subsets procedure better than the step-wise procedure for this 
problem? 
A) No. Stepwise procedure is always better. 
B) Yes. If feasible, the all-subset procedure is always better. 
C) It does not matter which model selection procedure we use. 



34. A researcher is studying effects of predictors U and V on a response variable 
Z. It is expected that large values of U will reinforce the effect of V on the 
response variable Z. What model statement is appropriate for this situation? 
(V2=V*V, UV=U*V, UZ=U*Z, etc.) 
A) model V=U Z UZ; B) model Z=U V; C) model U=V V2; 
D) model Z=U V UV; E) linear regression is not able to handle this situation 
 
35. What should you do first when you receive a new data set for analysis? 
A) Investigate residuals for outliers. 
B) Plot the data and investigate all the variables. 
C) Fit the largest possible model available 
D) Run a stepwise selection procedure. 
E) Investigate DFFITS for influential observations. 
 
36. What do we hope to capture within a confidence interval? 
A) The unknown parameter value. B) The sample size. 
C) The unknown confidence level. D) The parameter estimate. 
E) None of the above. 
 
37. What can you conclude from the following deleted residual plot? 

 
A) The model does not fit  B) There are influential observations 
C) The residuals seem to fit well D) The variance of the residuals is decreasing 
E) None of the above 
  



38. What can you conclude from the following deleted residual plot? 

 
A) The model does not fit  B) There are influential observations 
C) The residuals seem to fit well D) The variance of the residuals is 
decreasing  E) None of the above 
 
39. What can you conclude from the following deleted residual plot? 

 
A) The model does not fit B) There are influential observations 
C) The residuals seem to fit well D) The variance of the residuals is decreasing 
E) None of the above 



40. What can you conclude from the following QQ plot? 

 
A) There is nothing we can learn here 
B) QQ plot should never be examined, instead examine the residual plot 
C) The assumption that residuals are normal appears to be violated 
D) The assumption that residuals are normal appears to be valid 
E) None of the above 
 
41. What can you conclude from the following deleted QQ plot? 

 

A) There is nothing we can learn here 
B) QQ plot should never be examined, instead examine the residual plot 
C) The assumption that residuals are normal appears to be violated 
D) The assumption that residuals are normal appears to be valid 
E) None of the above 


